The influence of extraneous sounds on the perceptual estimation of first-formant frequency in vowels.
The contribution of extraneous sounds to the perceptual estimation of the first-formant (F1) frequency of voiced vowels was investigated using a continuum of vowels perceived as changing from/I/to/epsilon/as F1 was increased. Any phonetic effects of adding extraneous sounds were measured as a change in the position of the phoneme boundary on the continuum. Experiments 1-5 demonstrated that a pair of extraneous tones, mistuned from harmonic values of the fundamental frequency of the vowel, could influence perceived vowel quality when added in the F1 region. Perceived F1 frequency was lowered when the tones were added on the lower skirt of F1, and raised when they were added on the upper skirt. Experiments 6 and 7 demonstrated that adding a narrow-band noise in the F1 region could produce a similar pattern of boundary shifts, despite the differences in temporal properties and timbre between a noise band and a voiced vowel. The data are interpreted using the concept of the harmonic sieve [Duifhuis et al., J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 71, 1568-1580 (1982)]. The results imply a partial failure of the harmonic sieve to exclude extraneous sounds from the perceptual estimation of F1 frequency. Implications for the nature of the hypothetical harmonic sieve are discussed.